
 

 

Instructor Guide   How (& Why) to Use GardenEDU Origami Design   

                 

What is GardenEDU:  Origami Design?  

 GardenEDU is educational website which features short, engaging videos designed to introduce students to a 

topic such as Origami Design or Swedish Folk music.  The site allows students to choose a learning-pathway through a 

network of online material.  The material network for each topic is visualized as a tree of branching options.  For Origami 

Design, there are three relatively independent academic subtopics: 

                   

1) Using the “tree-method” to 

design new origami models 

(one uncut sheet of paper) 

that can look like anything, 

from grasshoppers to a 

cloaked rider on a horse. 

2) Exploring origami sculptures 

made from many identical 

units: “modular origami.” In 

particular, investigating 

geometric stellation,  

symmetry, and tiling. 

3) Exploring how folding and 

structural ‘rigidity’ are 

related and how origami can 

be applied in many fields of 

engineering and in other 

areas of science.

 

The complete “topic tree” for Origami Design on GardenEDU is shown here: 

 

To understand the GardenEDU site better, I 

recommend watching the introductory video 

at: http://gardenedu.org/choose-a-path/  

Each topic and subtopic, etc, indicated with 

a green circle, has its own page and video 

introduction on gardenEDU.  Each 

recommended external site linked to from 

GardenEDU is indicated with a blue circle.  

The grey circles are currently incomplete 

videos, the images will ‘light up’ online as 

the videos become available. 

Please email me at ch3cooh@mit.edu if you 

have any questions regarding what material 

is online or how to use the site and these 

resources. 

  

http://gardenedu.org/choose-a-path/
mailto:ch3cooh@mit.edu


 

 

What is Computational Origami? 

 The art of paper folding goes back hundreds of years in many cultures, but the associated mathematical field has 

been popularized and greatly expanded very recently! Because of this, many recent publications and even open research 

questions are approachable at a high-school level.  Questions in computational origami range from the expected 

extensions of the art-form, questions such as “What forms can be folded?  And What pre-specified crease-patterns can be 

folded or folded flat?” to less obvious questions such as “How ‘hard’ is it to figure out if a proposed structure made of 

connected rods is rigid, or if there are degrees of freedom in which the structure is free to ‘wiggle?’  Applications of 

computational origami range from folding medical stents and solar sails to understanding protein folding to simply using 

mathematics to create absolutely exquisite art! 

    

Curved Crease Sculpture by Erik and Martin Demaine  A folding Heart Stent designed by Zhong You 

What high-school math concepts does Origami Design illustrate? 

Almost all of computational origami is intimately related to geometry, both intuitively and mathematically.  But there’s 

also a lot of algebra, trigonometry, and even number theory and discrete mathematics involved in many concepts.  For 

specific examples, see the student worksheets designed to accompany the GardenEDU Origami Design Videos. 

What materials are available to help incorporate Origami-motivated mathematics into a 

traditional high school curriculum? 

Through GardenEDU, I am providing the following materials 

 A handout for students with instructions for how to use gardenEDU and a brief introduction to computational 

origami (much the same as this very sheet!) 

 A worksheet for students that applies geometry and algebra to origami model design and which evaluates that 

students understood the content of the GardenEDU videos 

 A worksheet for students that applies geometry and algebra to modular origami and which evaluates that students 

understood the content of the GardenEDU videos 

 A handout for an open-ended high-school level origami project based on the GardenEDU materials. 

 



 

 

Additionally, I highly recommend the following books 

 Project Origami: Activities for Exploring Mathematics by Thomas Hull, particularly activity 8: Haga’s 

“Origamics” and activity 16: Exploring Flat Vertex Folds.  The book is a collection of origami activities and 

printable handouts and worksheets for students to explore the mathematics of various origami patterns. 

 As an advanced  reference for Origami Modeling, I recommend Origami Design Secrets: Mathematical Methods 

for an Ancient Art by Robert Lang.  This book is a perfect resource for students particularly interested in 

designing their own origami models. 

           

If students are interested/inspired to go beyond the GardenEDU material, what additional 

resources will be accessible to them after exploring GardenEDU? 

The GardenEDU videos will introduce students to enough concepts and vocabulary in computational origami to make it 

more feasible for motivated students to explore much further into Origami and the surrounding mathematics than the 

material presented on the site.  The external links (blue circles) on the topic tree each point students to an advanced 

resource.  These external links include: 

 Erik Demaine’s Online Materials for the MIT class 6.849: Geometric Folding Algorithms: Linkages, Origami, 

Polyhedra; which extends the mathematics introduced on GardenEDU to a very high level (including many ‘open’ 

research problems in computational origami. 

 Homepages for the Professional Origami Artists: Robert Lang, Michael Lafosse, and Eric Joisel 

 Homepages for the MIT graduates Jason Ku and Brian Chan who are both very active young origami artists and 

mathematicians. 

 

 


